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ABSTRACT
Considerable research has been carried on in Europei~estigatingthe
many variables which affect the bond betweenpretensioned wires and concrete.
A relatively new American innovation in the field of pretension~d-prestressed
concrete is the use of 7-wire strand as a tensioning element. Little research
,
on the bond of stranded wires has been carried on in either this country o~ in
Europe. At Lehigh University the bond strength of 5/16" dia. 7-wire strand
Uijder various tension rorces has been in~estigated.(l)* In addition, several
pilot beams using stranded wires and one fUll~scale bridge member using 5/16"
dia. 7-wire strand have been tested at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of
Lehtgh University.(2)
The program described herein was undertaken to determine the influence
of the concrete ~trength on the bond strength of the strand. Measures of
,
this variable are the initial bond length, maximum bond stress, and the be-
havior of the strand when subjected .to liv'e load.
It appears from these tests that 3/8t! dia. 7-wire strand, when prestres,;,.
sed to 178,000 psi, may be safely used in beams 86 short as 12 feet without
danger.of excessiv~ strand slip, prOVided certain precautions as to strand
cover and concrete placement are observed.
. ,
I .
- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - --
* Numbers refer to list of references.
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'~ OF, PRESTRESSED STRANDS
WTOODUOTION
The tests described in this report were conducted for the purpose of
determining the effect of varying concrete strength on the bonding char- ,
acteristlcs of 3/8" die. 7-w1re strand. Because of the unfavo'rable results
obtained with pull-out tests{l) on 5/16" die. 7-wire strand it was decided
to employ beams for the present research. The main difficult~ with the pull-
out tests were that the strand tended to twist as it WBS pulled through the
concre:~; it was questionable whether this same type of failure can occur in
an aC~1,lal beam•
.!!§! POOOEDURE
(a) First pair of test beams (IE and lW)
The original test program specified that several peirs of beams, each
8" wide, 10" dee~and 10 feetlon~with a single 3/8" dia. strand located
1" up from the lower surface, were to be constructed; each pair was to have
a different concrete strength.
The ,first pair of beams were cast April 23, 1953 in the forms shown in
Fig. 3. To more easily measure the streinsin the concrete as it picked up
stress from, the strand, these beams were cast upside down as in Fig. 6.
Considerable bleeding of the topmost concrete occurred and' because of this,
the concrete surrounding the strands probably had a somewhat lOWer strength
than that indicated by the test cylinders. The test cylinders showed an av-
erage concrete strength of 4900 ps~et 8 days Bnd 6350 at 27 days tsee Table 2).
After 7 da~s of moist curing the prestress of 178,000 psi or 14,700# per
strand was released gradually, by releasing mechanical jacks. Ames dial,S
mounted on the strands and bearing against the end of the beam (Figs., 6 end 7)·
showed considerable slippage of the strands during the releasing operation.,
..
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The strands in both beams were released simultaneously in one operation.
The slip that was measu~d by the Ames dials amounted to about 82% of the
original elongation of the strands between the ends of the beams. In ad-
dition, cracks appearad at both ends of one beam which radiated from,the
strand toward the nearest surface. Strain readings on the concrete surface
at the level of the strands, taken with s 10" Whittemore gage (Fig. 6}
substantiated the high loss of prestress.
It was no surprise, therefore, that each beam, when subjected to,s
~enter load at 27 days after castin&, cracked at a load of only 2700# on an
8-foot span. (See Fig. 8) In each case, the first strand slip (in addition
to that m~asured during the releasing operation) was noted simultaneously
with the first creek. If prestress is neglected, the computed tensile
stress at the cracking load of 2700# was 485 psi, only about 8%,of the aver-
age cylinder strength. After cracking, the loed L~ediately dropped off
\
and the maximum load carried after that t~e cotresponded to an average bond
,.
stress of only about 30 psi.
(b) Second pair of test beams (2A and 2B)
,
'Because of the' excessive loss of prestress at release that was observed
\
in the first pair of test beams it ,was decided for the second paar to ua~
the same concrete strength and strand stress as in ~e8ms 1E and 1W but to
-' " .
increase the, strand cover to 3". This was accomplished by increasing the
\
I
depth of the beam~ fro~ 10" to 12"; the length of each be~ was also in-
cre~sed from 10 feet to 12 feet. Be~s .2A and 2B were, ~,on~tructed right'
side up as shown in Fig. 4 w~th the croes-section indicated'in App~ndiX IT~~
The same inst~ntation was used on the second'pair of test beams as'q~the
, '
" \.-
f,iret with the exception that 2" Berry strain gage readings were not observed'
-,
on the surface adjacent. to the strand.'rhe reason for<th1s Was that the 2"
232.2
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Berry gage available was not sensitive enough to measure the small strains
encountered. A,ten-inch Whittemore gage was used to measure the concrete
strains on one of the vertical faces at the level of the strands.
The strands were grasped at their ends by 3/8", Strandvise grips· which
reacted against calibrated pipe dynamometers at one end of each strand and
against mechanical jacks at the other. (Figs. 3, 4, and 0) At the mid-point
of each strand on two wires diametrically opposed were located two type
A 12-2 SR-4 st~ain gages which followed individual wires in a spiral fashion
and were cemented to the wires with Duco cement. The gages were waterproofed
with Neobon' and then'surrounded with a plywood box l-l/~' wide, 1-7/8" high,
and 8" long (outside dimensions). A durmny gage was cemented to a short piece'
of strand which was then placed in a similar box and positioned near the act-
ive gages but not at the same cross-section. As the strands were tensioned,
simultaneous readings were taken on the pipe dynamometers an~ on the strands,
thus making it possible to calibrate, the strand gages. The strand gages did
not measure the true .strain in the strand, it was necessary therefore to ap-
ply a correction to the gage strain to ,obtain the true strain. A value for
the modulus of elasticity of 28,800,000 psi, whi_ch was taken from the man-
ufacturer's curve, was used in the corrections. A set of calibration·,.~curves
for the second pair of test beams are shown in Fig. 12 in the Appendix.
The concrete for beams 2A, and 2B, while using considerably less cement
,
per cubic yard,>, had very nearly tl)e same strength at 'age 22 days as did beams
lE and lWat age 27 days; see Tables 1 and 2. These beams w~re' ca~st May 14,
1953, and, as in the first pair of test beams, th~ concrete! was v~brated. '
Two days after pouring of the concrete the outside form was, removed from
each beam. After a total of 7 days of moist curing (from the time of pouring)
the moist curing was stopped and SInall steel plugs were cemented to the, out-,
. ,
side beam sUrfarles for the. Whittemore strain gage readings. Atter an addlt ..
-- -- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - '.. - - - -. ~
* Manufactured by Reliable Elec~rlc Co., Chicago, Ill.
t Manufactured by A.tlas Mineral Products Coo, Mertztown, Pa.
..
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ional ? days of air-dry curing (normal air of the laboratory) the strands
were released gradually. Slip, concrete strains, and steel strains were
measured.
Seven days after the strands had been released the beams were tested
-
to destruction in a 300,000 lb. capacity universal testing machine. The
beams were tested on a 10-foot span with the load being applied through a
loading beam 1'-3" on either side of mid-span as shoWn in Fig. 9. Applied
load, steel strain, and slip were noted; concrete strains were not observed.
Deflections were measured to ~he nearest' 0.01" by means of a wire and scale
with mirror.
RESULTS
A derivation is presented in Appendix III which gives the in~tial bond
length 'and the maximum bond stress after release of prestress in terms of
. .
the "slip" or ttb,oIJ,d-developing movement" of ,the strand ,at release. Table 3
gives results of slip measurements made; on beams 2A and 2B., The elastic
shortening of the strand i~ the distance between the concrete face and the
center of the gage b~cket (Fig. ?) has been deducted from the slip readings.
~~<The concrete strains at the level of the strands at release have been p10t-
ted for each beam and ere shown in Fig. 13. Note that the measured strains
are a90ut three times the predicted elastio strain. Shrinkage stresses were
set up in the concrete due to the restraint imposed by the aide and bottom
,
forms and the strand during curing. When the strands were released and the
beams removed from the forms, these shrinkage stresses ~ere relaxed. In ad-
dition, same plastic fl~w due to the prestress in the concrete OCCurred dur-
ing the 50 minutes from release until the strain measurements were ma9-e. "
These influences probably account for the great difference between the mea~­
ured concrete strains at release and the predicted elastic strains.
, '
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During the destruction test beam 2A suffered a slip of its strand at
the stressing end at a strand stress of about 260,000 psi. The maximum
stress sustained by this strand was about 272,000 psi before the top con~
crete crushed. The strand in beAm 2B did not slip at any stage of the de-
struction test and carried a stress of 273,000 psi before the concrete
failure occurred. This information is summarized in Table 4. The average
bond ~tresses shown in column I are the "net" average stresses required to
..
resist the steel forces at midspan. A typical deflection curve is shovm in
Fig. 14. The plots of steel stress versus applied load for the first three
cycles run on each beam are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 17 is a plot of
gages 26 and 28 during the loading to tailure of beams 2A and 2B. Since the
steel stresses exceed the proportional limit of the strand the strains have
I
not been expressed in terms of stress except at the two points where the
strand gages went out of range. Remembering that the loads in Fig. 17 do not
include the weight of the loading beam, there is good agreement between the
stresses in this figure and those shown in Table 4.
DISCUSSION
Prior to the plncingof the concrete for the first pair of test beams
(IE and lW) the forms were oiled with machine oil. Some of this oil got on-
to the strands in the operation; the strands were therefore cleaned thor-
oughly three times with carbon tetrachloride end lest withecetone end then
\
e dry cloth. The wires appeared to be perfectly clean and dry. After the
strands were released end the long ends cut off, it was·noticed that the~n-
-
ter wire was covered with a very thin layer of oil. However, no movement of
the center wire with respect to the outside wires was observed at any stage
of the work. It is thus doubtful that the excessive loss of prestress could
be laid to the condition of the steel surface•.
232.2
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several factors probably contributed to the extensive slipping of the
strands in the first two beams: one would be the water gain, mentioned pre-
viously, which lowered the strength of the concrete around the strands; com-
bined with this weakness, the one-inch cover was apparently insufficient to
resist the ,stresses imposed by the 3/8" dia. strand. The beans were kept
moist for seven days, the strands were released on the seventh day, thus,
\ .
shrinka~ before release was kept at a minimum.
\fuen the strands were released the ends rotated as they slipped into
the concrete, following the grooves of the individual ~ires. During the de-
struction tests, the strand ends also rotated as they slipped.
Beams 2A and 2B apparently had sufficient cover and quality of concrete
to resist the prestressing forces. The two beams were similar in all re~
ispects save two: during ,the tensioning of the strands, which was done si-
multaneously for both beams, the two Strandvises holding the strand in beam
2A failed, both failures occurring at the same moment. The stress in the-
, \
strand was approximately 170,000 psi at the time of failure. As there was
apparently no harm done to either the gages or the strand, new Strandvises
were mounted and the tensioning operation completed. The second difference
\
was in the slump of the concrete· surrounding the strands of the two beams:
Table 1 shows a one-inch lower slump in beam 2A thEm in beam 2B.· The strands
used in beams 2A and.2B were wrapped with newspapers and keIft covered until
the beams we,re ready to be· poured. For that reason;·there was no neea to
olean these strands prior to ~lacing the concrete.
Table 3 shows considerably better bonding of the' strand in beam 2B
than in beam 2A. The maximum bond stresses found in beem 2B agree well with
the maximum bond stress of 1060 psi for 0.2" dia. smooth wire d~termined
in a test made in England(3). Results of tests conducted in Switzerland to
determine average bQnd values for different sizes of wires are shown in Table 5.
-8-
In view of these results, those found for beam 2B do not seem unreasonable.
The method used in these tests .for computing the initial bond length
end bond stresses is a simple one since only the slip of the strand at re-
lease is required plus an assumption BS to the shape of the steel stre~s ver-
o
sus position curve (Fig. 1). The strand slip is easily measured and could
be done occasionally as a quality control procedure during manufacture in
much the same way that concrete cylinders are used.
In the English investigations(3) it was found that an expOnential .
•
function described the steel stress vs. position curve. This curve and a
third degree parabola are plotted in Fig. 18 for an assumed initial bond
length of 28 inches. ~ot that' the exponential function approaches the
y = 1.00 line asymptotically; the English experimenters found that at the
point where the actual bond stress was zero, the theoretical bond stress' was
13.5 psi. It appears from Fig. 18 that the third degree parabola may be a
fair assumption as to the manner in which the steel stress varies.along the
I
length of the strand. It should 'be noted that .in the first half of the in-
itial bond .length 88% of the steel stress has been recovered, 98% of the
stre'ss is recovered in the first 3/4 of the, initial bond length.
CONCLUSIONS
From the results obtained with the last pair of test beams, it appears
that for the concrete cover, strength, and beam length used, and the mag-
nitude of steel prestress imposed, that 3/8" die. 7-wire strand has satis-
factory bonding qualities'. From a comparison of the behavior of Beams 2A .
and 2B, which were constructed as identical ae p6ss1ble~. it is obvious that
the bonding characteristics are extremely sensitive to.factor~ seemingly 'be-
yond the ,control of the fabricator. Even thougb the strand in beam 2A suf-
fered end slip, the strand forces in both beams exceeded the minimum guar-
enteed ultimate strength for this diameter strand.
232.2
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The method employed to compute the initial bond length and bond stresse~,
while as yet requiring experimental verification, has the advantage over
other methods in its simplicity and in not affecting the natural behavior
of the strand • The strand ,slip at release also appears from these tests to
predict the strands behavior under live load, since in each case, the beam
end showing the greatest slip of strand at release of prestress also was the
first end at which the strand slipped during the destruction test.
FUTURE RESEARCH
The original obj~ctive of this rese~rch, i.e., the effect on the bond
strength of varying concrete strengths, still remains to be accomplished.
Additional beams, constructed in exactly the same manner as th~last pair
of test beams, containing concrete having strengths of say 5000 psi and
7000 psi, wo~d establish the effect of this variable. Some other vari-
ables which should be considered in a truly comprehensive study of the bond
of prestressed strands are: strand diameter, strand cover, steei quality,-
(stress-relieved or regular grade), strand spacing, strand stress, strand.
surface condition, concrete curing conditions, elapsed time after pouring
be~ore relea~e, etc.
Experimental verification of the assumption that the strand stress
after release varies as a third degree parabola (Fig. land 18) should be
made. This could be done by using a small column", say 4" by 4" in cross-
section, prestressed by a 3/8" dia. 7-wire strand. Strains measured over
a short gage length on the concrete would provide the desired informatio~.
232.2
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APPENDIX
I Material Properties
(a) Steel strand Reinforcement:
The reinforcement in all four test beams consisted of 3/8" nominal-
diameter 7-wire strand. stress-relieved grade, 8S manufactured by John A.
-12-
Roebling's Sons Co. The manufa9turer's stress-strain curve for this
strand is shown in Fig. 10.
To obtain bond stresses for this strand\ it is necessary to determine
the "effective" perimeter in contact with the concrete. In a preVious
study(l) it was deCided that the effective perimeter is the average of the
outside and inside perimeters. This is showp. in the ,sketc~. Fig. 11,
where the average perimeter was found to be 1.34~'.
. .
Each strand in the four test beams ,was prestressed with a"""force of
14,700# giVing a prestress of 178,000 psi.
(b) Concrete:
The ooncrete used in th~ first pair of test beams (lE and lW) con-
tained the following mix proportions per cubic yard:
990 lb.
1390 lb.
1360 ib.
48.5 gel •.
Cement.
Concrete Send
1/2" Crushed Stone
Water
Average Slump :I 4"
The concrete used in the second pair of .testbeams (2A and 2B) con-
tained the following mix proportions per cubic yard:
\
793 lb.
1450 lb.
1390 lb.
45.5 gal.
Cement
Concrete Sand
l/2~ Crushed Stone
Water
Average <Slump = 3"'
-13-
The actual mixes varied throughout beams 2A and 2B as is shown by
Table 1. The upper mixes were purposely of 10wer~.slump concrete so that
there would be a minimum of water gain.
Table 2 shows the results of the tests made on the concrete cylinders
representing the concrete in the test beams.
232.2
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II Test Beam Designs
(a) First pair of test beams. (lE and lW)
I· 5' -0" ..I... 5'_0" ~I
.- I P
I
I
10" - -~.g~-- JI, 8' -0"I..
~- 3/8" ¢ 7-wire strand
Prestresses:
Prestress in steel • 178,000 psi
F1 = 178,000 • 0.0826 B 14,700#
Ie A 8 103 : 667 in4
12
667
5 II: 133 in
3
Ac = 8 • 10 - 80 1n2-
fb,t : F1 t.. Fi • eFi ~ Zb,t
b 14,700 I- 14,700 • 4 - 183 I- 440 I- 623 psi compressionfFi = •80 133
tji = 183 - 440 = - 257 psi tension
.De~d Load Stresses:
8 • 10 83.3 #/ft.Wa - • 150 •144
Me, w L
2
-
83.3 • 8 o 8 • ).2
- 8000 #"= .
-8 8
tt,b l:. Ma' t.. 8000 t..- : - 60 psiG - Zt,b 133 =
-15
stresses at centerline section:
-257
Prestress
+
160
-60
Dead Load
-197
,£563
Stresses at
centerline
+
,£563
-563
Stresses due to
ML = 75,000#"'
(Center load =
3120#)
°
Combined
Stresses
(at crack-
opening
load)
0.0826
\ .
Percentage of reinforcement =
Shear stresses:
9
100
8
II 0.115 %
5
Shear at zero bottom fiber stress = 1560#
1st moment of area above N. A. = Q = 8 • •
v = VQ.
Ie b =
1560
667 •
100
8 = 29.2 psi
prestress' at N. A. I: 183 psi compression • f
td • diagonal tension I: ;
Ultimate Moment:
- 91.5 96.0 -- -4.5 psi
Percerttag~ of reinforcement is low, therefo~e. (provided good bond exists)
steel failure will occur before concrete failure •.
Guaranteed minimum ultimate strength of 3/8" ~ strand = 20,900#
Based on a rectangular concrete stress distribution at ultimate load and
- fb = 6350 psi (see Table 2), the depth of the concrete compression zone
required to balance the steel force is 20,900 = 0.41".
8 • 6350
The total ultimate momept is I: (9 - 0.41/2)( • 20,900= 184,000#"
_ Net moment produced b;:y live load = 184,000 - Ma. = 176,000#"
Load required to' produce this moment • 7330/1
232.2
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(b) Second pair of test beams. (2A'and 2B)
,
. I
I 12 9 -0" ,
r--····-----···--·····,-··----·-·-··------··-----··-----"---'1
i ~ ,2' -6" ..I '
I P/2 . P/2 I
I
p/ i P/2
~._~ .__109-0" ~
4" .1
I
8"~.-- ---·1
I
I
1
12" !
I
t
~---3/8" ¢ 7-wire strand
Prestresses:
Prestress in steel = 178,000' psi As = 0.0826 in
2
Fi I: 178,000 • 0.0826 = 14,700#
8 • 123 ln4 '1152 192 in3I c = = 1152 Zb t = =12 ,
.6
Ac = 8 0 12 - 96 in2-
t.
t..
],4,700
96
Fi • .e
Zb,t
14,700 • 3
-
-
153' f 230 = f 383 pei compression
fil = 153 - 230 = -77 psi tension
Dead Load stresses:
--
=
8 • 12
144 • 150 = 100 #/ft
=
w L2
--_.=
8
100 10 10· 12
8
III 15,000 #',
ft,b = 15,000 = t.. 78 psiG 192
--------
23202
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stresses at centerline section:
-800-800o
!-306
=
-305
!-305
+
!-305
=
-78
!-78
+
-77
!-383
Prestress !- Dead Load =stresses
at cen-
terline
,stresses due
to MV=58, 500#"
(Applied load
= 2600#)
Stresses due
to ML=153,600#"
(Applied load
=6820#)
stresses
at crack-
ing load
(Total
applied
load =
9420#)
9Assumed modulus of rupture = 0.13 f c = 0.13· 6200 : 800 psi
0.0826 100Percentage of steel '= 9 • 8 = 00115 ~
Shear Stresses:
Shear at zero bottom fiber stress : 1300#
. 1st moment of area above N. A.- Q = 8 0 6 • 3 = 144 in3
v = =
1300 • 144
1152 ·8 = 2004 psi
= 76.5 - 79.2 = -2.7 psi
prestress at No Ao = 153 psi compression = f
fd .= diagonal tension = f ~.r t' (i)2
f d = 76.5 - ~ 20.42 !- 76.52
Elastic strain in concrete at level of strand due to release of prestress: .
level of strand)f o = 9/12 0 304 !- 1 = 228 I- 1 = 229 psi (at
E at release = 4.65 106 psi (see Table 2)0
eo at release
229 10-6=
4.65.106 = 49.3 •
232.2
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U1 timate Moment:
Percentage of reinforcement .is 19W,. therefore (provided good bond eXists)
steel failure will occur before concrete failure.
Guaranteed minimum ultimate strength of ,3/8" ¢ strand = 20,900#
Based on B ~ectangular concrete stress distribution at ultimate load and
f~ = 6200 psi (see Teble 2) , the depth of-the concrete compression zone
'20 900
required to balance the steel force is ' = 0.42"
8 • 6200
The total ultimate moment is = (9 - 0.42/2) • 20,900
Net moment produced by live load = 184,000 - 1\;
Load required to produce this moment
= 184,000#"
= 169,000#"
= 7500#·
232.2
III Formulae for Initial Bond Length~ Maximum Bond stress
,
The following deriv~tion shows the relationship between the movement
of the strand end into the concrete at release of prestress and the maxim-
um bond stress together with the initial bond length.
-19-
'~
Notation: The notation used is that recommended by Joint ACI-ASCE COm-'
mit tee 323 as published in ACI Journal, October 1952, with the following
,add i t,ions:
a = initial bond length: dis~Bnce from the end of the member to
the point on the strand where the bond stress is essentially
zero. (After release of prestress and before the member is
.loaded. ),
b = bond-developing movement: movement of the strand end into the
concrete member as the pretensioned strand is released.
p = pe~imeter of steel in "effective" contact with the concrete.
"'-- -'-_--1. --''--_..1- . X
'\- B •i
FIG. 1 VARIATION.Q! STEEL STRESS (fe) VS. POSITION
FROM BEAM END
---
u
\
(
Umax
L--....l----!-----r--'--::::::====~~ __ X
FIG. 2 VARIATION OF OOtID STRESS (~) VB. POSITION
FroM BEAM END~
---
232.2
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The relationship that the u VB. x curve is proportional to the de-
rivative of the f s VB. x curve is evident from the following equilibrium
sketch' of a segment of a bonded wire under differential stress:
iF, = 0
UxP dx t fsAs - (fs t dfs ) As = 0
Ux • dfs 0 As
dx P
stated in wor~s, the bond stress at any point is equal to the slope of
the steel stress curve at that point times As/po
Looking at Fig. 1 it can be seen that the relative movement between
m and n 1s equal to the unit shortening that has taken place in the strand
at this point multiplied by dx. By assuming that,at point "c" the strand
does not move with respect to'tne concrete (since by definition point c 1s
the point of zero bond stress, it follows that there can be no movement at
that point) it .is possible to equate' the,'SUmmation 'of all of. these small
incremental shortenings 9ver the dx distances to the movement of the strand
end into the concrete member.
Relative movement m to n = . f ao - fxEa
dx (1 )
Aa suggested by Dr. Ritter(4), 8 third degree parabola will be used to
define the fa va. x curve.
tao - t x • C a ~ X·oJ 3 • teo ( 2)
(3)
232.2
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b = ;;0 faa -.fx • dx (4)
Ea
b la( 8 - x )3 f ao= dx
0 a Es
b ::
b -
a I:
tao (o f ~ )
Es 4
4 b Es
t so
= (5)
(6 )
Thua, the bond-developing movement equals the cross-hatched area shown
in Fig. -1. dtivided by Es •
An expression will now be obtained for the bond stress in terms of the
bond-developing movement.
dfs As d ( t so L- 1 - ( 1 - ~ )3J) AsUxlll
-
=dx P dx P
~L-3 ( 1 _!. )2 1\!xIS (- a) J f sop a
Ux ::
3 f so As - x-2 (7 )L 1 - a-l
a·p
8
-_ 4 Es bSUbsti tuting f so
for the bond stress at f!ny poin~
1nthe above expression gives a formula
in terms. of the bond~deve10pingmovement.
3 f s02 As ~ 1 _ x • fso ~.
4 Es b P 4 Es b -' .
Umax • \!x at x • 0
3 f so2 As
Umax • 4 Es b P
(8)
(9 )
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FIG. 3 FORffi READY FOR CASTING OF BEAMS 1E and 1W.
Note mechanical jacks and Strandv1se grips
which are attached to the strands.
SR-4
Gages
10"
Jacking Frame
FIG. 4 10 S READY FOR CASTING OF BEAMS 2A AND 2B.
Note pipe dynamometers in foreground
against which the Strandvise grips are
bearing.
:rIG. 5 DETAIL OF
PIPE D1NA-
MOMETER
232.2
FIG. 6 CONCRETE STRAm READlliGS BEING TAKEN ON BEAMS
1 E AND 1 WI'IH 10" WHITl'E?~ORE AND 2" aERRY
STRAn~ GAGES PRIOR 'ro RELEASE OF PRE...~RESS
FIG. 7 AMES GAGES MOuNTED TO MEASURE SLIP
nURmG RELEASE OF PRESTRESS
-24-
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FIG. 8 BEAM IE AFTER FAILURE BY A C TER LOAD OF 2700#
FIG. 9 BEAM 2B SUPPORTING 'roTAL LOAD OF 95% OF 'IHE
ULTIMATE LOAD. Note that only o~e crack he
developed.
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TABLE 1. CONCRE:l'E MIXES~ 1!i BEAMS !! ~!!!
BATCH CEMENT WATER SAND* GRAVEL S!1JMP
# If If If in •
. _.
._--~~.~ .. -- F"- '" . .-
1 52.9 2303 98.7 9207 - 3-1/2
2 49.9 22.Q , 98.7 92.7 . 2
3 49.9 22.0 98.7 92.7
-
4 '46.9 20.7 98.7 92.7 1-1/2'
5 44.9 19.8 98.7 ! 92.7 1/26 I 52.9 23.3 98.7 92.7 . 2-3/4
7 I '52.9 23.3 98.7 I 92.7 3
8 52.9 23.3 98.7 I 92.7
-
9 46.9 20.7 98.7 - 92~7 1-1/2.
10 46.9 20.7 98.7 92.7
-
11 23.4 10.4 49.3, 46.3·
-
*Contains 2# of tree water, except~r batch'11 which had 1#~
-28-
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TABLE 2 SUMMARY Q!. CONCRF:rE CYLINDER TESTS
BEAM EVENT AGE CYLINDER ft Ecc
(days) (psi) (ksi)
1E &. 1W At Release a A1 4450
-
" 8 A3 5000 4250
" 8 M: 5260 4510
n 8 Avg. 4900 4380
,
Destructioll
Test 27 A2 7070 4800
-
" 27 A6 6470 4760
9t 27 A7 5510
-
9t 27 Avg. 6350 4780
I
I 40 AS 6990 -
I
2A &. 2B At Re;ease I 15 B1 5710 4600
15 B6 5320 . 4700
" I 15 ATg. 5500 4650
IDestruction!
Test I 22 ~ 6360 . 4900
"
1
22 TfI 6100 4860
n 22 Avg. ' 6200 4880
-
Note: Cylinder B2 was taken from batch 2, 2nd pa1r of test
beams, cylinder A 4: was taken from batch 4, 1st pair
. of test beams, etc.
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TABLE 3. INITIAL roND LENGTH AND BOND STRESSES
BEAMS 2AAND 2B -
---
975
975
921
889530
1036
1080
1130 1036
I 572
346
326
326
307
296
346
361
377
177
191
36.6'
31.4
35.3
28.8
0.046 0~051 30.1
0.048 '0.05ll 31.4:
0.044 0.048
BEAM]---'- EVENT ._--- MEASuRED SLIP T
1
INITIAL -BOm) AVERAGE MAXIMqM -
I (b) \ LENGTH (a). OOND STRESS . roND STRESS
t (inches) i (inches) (psi) (psi)
II II Stress- Anchor Stress- Anchollstress-lAnchor~ress-J\nchorI ing end end ing end end ~ng end ,end ing end end
l----1-JI _-=== 2 _ " _3 , 4: _ 5 _ _ _6 7 . 8 _ 9 10
I 2A liOn form iramed- I
-, 1\: iately after re- i I
ilease I 0.087 0.054 1- 57.0
2A ;20 minutes -
\
!after release II
,( simply sup-
I!ported) 0.094 0.056 161.5
2A 113 hours after I '
~ 2B E1::: ~d---~·0.099_1~58 r~~ _37.9 ~68 __ 286 e----503 858
II iately atter re-
I/lease
213 1120 minutes
latter release
Ii (simply S),lp-
\1
ported)
2B )i3 hours atter
!I release
NOTE:
For definitions ot (a)
Average bond stress =
and '(b), see Seotion III of Appendix.
Effective prestressing force
(a) • effective perimeter
Maximum bond st ress I: 3 • Avg. bond stress
... .
..
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TABLE 4. STEEL STRESSES DURING DESTRUCTION TESTS BASED ON CRACK HEIGHT
..
BEAM EVlNT (1) TOTAL APPLIED CRACK HEIGHT ]Q roE IN STEEL AT CENTERLINE (5)stee1 (6) AVO.
LOAD - Lbso. AOOVE STEEL( 2) (Lba. ) stress BOND
(in. ) (3}Due to (4)Due to (psi) SI'RESS
Dead Load Live Load Total (psi)
A B C D E F G H I
!A First slip
(stressing end)', 7455 8.0 1750 19,800 21,550 260,000 222
2A Anchor end
started slip_: 7725 8.3 1740 20,100 . 21,840 264,000 224
!ping ~
,
2A- Concrete began ,
crushing 8045 8.5 1720 20,700 22,420 272,000 231
-
2B Concrete began
crushing 8075. 8.5 1720 20,800 22,520 273,000 232
(1)Inc1udes 125/1 for weight of loading beam.
(2)From measurements on test beams.
(3) Mo / L 9 - C~Ck ht •. I- crack ht. J
(4) 45" • ~/ r 9 - 'crack ht. .~ I creck ht. J
- 2. ,.
(5)steel stress = steel Force
0.0826
(6) Steel ForceAvg. Bond stress =-------
1.348 72
: 0.0103· Steel Force
~
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TABLE 50· FINAL AVERAGE~ SI'RESSES*
TYPE OF WIRES DIAMETER FINAL AVERAGE
(ino) OONDSI'RESSES
(psi)
-
Round 0 006 465
" 0008 250
VI 0012 170
Notched 0012 720
Round 0.20 140
I
Strand 4XO o10 425
*Fram DiPA, Ber1cht Nro 162, Zurich, 1950:
t ai = 170,000 psi
t~ = 6~400 psi
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